PENOLAKAN INGGRIS ATAS PEMBERLAKUAN EURO 





The effort to unite Europe has begin after the end of the world war second, which Europe leaders think that the role of Europe has been decreased at the moment by divided of strength of world into two citadel, east and west. The effort produce a result with the born of European Union in the year 1992 through the Maastricht treaty, which followed by federating single currency of European Union country. The Euro effect as a single currency used by twelve state of European Union country that is, French, Germany, Dutch, Italian, Luxemburg, Austrian, Belgium, Finland, Ireland, Portugal and Spain. Three states refusing to join into Euro that is Denmark, Sweden, and England. England representing one of the world economic power refuse to join into Euro because many reasons for England in order not to use Euro, more than anything else Euro fail to pass the five economic test which raised by the England government, if England will join into Euro. The author is interested to make the research with the topic is: how the implication from the deduction of England of application of Euro to the economic of England? Then what step will England conduct to maintaining their economic?
This research intended to understand, explore and describe how the impact which accepted by economics of England with the deduction of England from the application of Euro. While the aim and purpose of this research, theoretically, this research expected to give a donation to idea about the impact from the effect of a single currency to a state. Later then hopefully this scripts can give benefit to all other researcher which will perform a research in the same area.
The method in dealing with this research is a descriptive that intended to describe a phenomena, in this case is the implication of deduction of England to Euro to economic of England. A descriptive method is used as an effort to answer the questions such as who, what, where, when or how; so it is an efforts to report what happened.
The results of this research: England economic remained stable, this matter marked with appropriate inflation of England government goal and low unemployment amount. The economic of England remained stable because the conduct which done by the England government by three of their monetary body, Bank of England, HM. Treasury and FSA precise. 
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